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Amazon.com: Bronze Head From Ife (Objects in Focus Ife - index.html Between the 12th and 14th centuries, the royal city of Ife, in present-day Nigeria. Portrait heads modeled in terracotta or bronze stood on royal shrines in the Head - ArtsConnectEd Ife head. Contributed by British Mum. Hmm, this doesn’t appear to be a valid Deep Zoom. Is the object brass (copper and zinc) or bronze (copper and tin)? The African sculptures mistaken for remains of Atlantis - CNN.com Press release announcing the exhibition Kingdom of Ife: sculptures from West. A related new publication is Object in Focus: Bronze Head from Ife, by Editha Bronz Head From Ife (Objects in Focus) by Editha Platte, Musa Hambolu (ISBN: 9780714125923) from Amazon’s Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible Searching for a Head in Nigeria - The Massachusetts Review But all the time I was thinking about Ife, that sacred grove, and the. Head of Olokun, a legend - by bronze skill that was first seen by West- ern eyes in that grove. Bronzes from Ife and Benin, Article - Galerie Peter Herrmann Amazon.fr - Bronze Head from Ife - Editha Platte, Musa Hambolu Ile-ife is of course most famous for its amazing bronze heads. These incredible works of art are in museums and private collections all over the world. Kingdom of Ife at the British Mum, review - Telegraph Like Benin, Ife is most well known for its bronze sculptures. As the Yoruba believed that the Ase, or inner power and energy of a person, resided in the head. 13 Nov 2015. I did this a few months back playing with Photoshop and modo. Drawing inspiration from Nigerian(ife) bronze head. Anybody interested in this Bronze Cast Head Of The Ife King - Nairaland The Bronze Head from Ife, or Ife Head, is one of eighteen copper alloy sculptures that were unearthed in 1938 at Ife in Nigeria, the religious and former royal. Art in Ancient Ife, Birthplace of the Yoruba - Scholars at Harvard Amazon.com: Bronze Head from Ife (Objects in Focus) (9780714125923): Edith Platte, Musa Hambolu: Books. In Yoruba mythology the city of Ile-ife situated at southwest of Nigeria is “the navel of . Ife art includes terra-cotta and bronze heads and busts, stone sculpture, RedList: Ile terracotta - - Archives Explore the fascinating story behind the extraordinary bronze head unearthed at Ife in Nigeria in 1939. Bronze head from Ife at British Mum shop online Ife bronze head: 12Th 14Th Century, Sculpture, Crowned Head, Nigeria, African. Head Date: 12th–15th century Geography: Nigeria, Ile Culture: Yoruba Bronze Head from Ife - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 18 Apr 2010. Frobenius was overwhelmed by the beauty of Ife art: Before us stood a head of marvellous beauty, wonderfully cast in antique bronze, true to Ife bronze head Africana Pinterest 12th Century, Bronze and Africa Ile Head, terracotta, Ile Head of an Oni, bronze. National Commission for Mums and Monuments (Nigeria) Click on the photos to see an enlarged version. Authenticity of african bronzes and ceramics - Museo d Arte e . 6 Aug 2010 - 10 min - Uploaded by AltrasticShinobiAudio from BBC Radio 4 A History of the World in 100 Objects - Ile Head . Bronze statue Ile Head (Part 1) - YouTube king’s modern identity as patron deity of bronze casting, textiles, regalia, peace . strous human head referencing ancient Ile earth spirits (erun- mole, imole. The Ife head probably represents an Ooni which means king. Such sculptures such as this was very unique to the culture of African art. Seventeen of these Ife-ife triumphs in the british mum, London: who said Nigerians . 1 Mar 2010. The scarification marks on one head indicate that it represents a the naturalistic bronze seated figure found in the village of Tada had an ?Ife - Boundless 14 Apr 2007. Bronzes from Ife and Benin are considered as one of the most advanced Over one thousand bronze sculptures were brought to England. is underlined by a small head, on which typical signs of Ife heads can be seen. BBC - A History of the World - Object : Ife head Noté 0.0/5. Retrouvez Bronze Head from Ife et des millions de livres en stock sur Amazon.fr. Achetez f ou d occasion. Bronzes of West Africa - FT.com how to recognize the authenticity of African artworks in bronze, stone and pottery. surface has roughly the same contours as the inner surface (photo Ife head). Yoruba Ile Bronze Head - Exquisite African Art African History - Ile Ile Jul. 19th, 2010 (Featured) - Virgo Foundation 19 Feb 2010. Two bronze heads stand on a table in a back room at the British Kingdom of Ile: Sculptures from West Africa opens on March 4 at the heads of Ile Ricardo Pinto BBC Does A Documentary On The bronze Cast Head Of The Ile King Of: http://www.creativetourist.com/features/inspired-by-the-ife-head. Bronzes from Ife and Benin - Galerie Peter Herrmann 16 Sep 2015. Yoruba-bronze-head.jpg (300 × 386 pixels, file size: 53 KB, MIME type: Yoruba copper mask of Obalufon from the city of Ife, c.1300. Bronze Head From Ife (Objects in Focus): Amazon.co.uk: Editha A beautiful Yoruba Ile bronze head with stunning style and serenity. This is an older casting using the lost wax method of casting, estimated date of early. File:Yoruba-bronze-head.jpg - Wikimedia Commons 73 Feb 2007. Galery Peter Herrmann is showing an unusually large selection of bronze objects from 14th till 19th centuries, among them heads and figures. British Mum - Kingdom of Ife 21 Jun 2010. visited West Africa and came across some sculpted bronze heads and terracotta Kingdom of Ife sculptures are among the most striking and ArtStation - Ife Bronze head, Harrison yifaowei 16 Apr 2010. request, here is an image of one of the heads of Ife currently in a show at the British Mum. an Ife bronze head © 2010 British Mum.